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TWO PIECE FULL LENGTH GAME MOUNDS 

The lightest, most durable game mounds on the market  JUST GOT LIGHTER! Now available 
in two piece design! These mounds give the pitcher the feel of a regulation mound, while also 
allowing field crews the ability to move it with ease.  Each mound is designed with a full body, 
high performance poly protected resilient core with fiberglass reinforcement giving the pitcher a 
solid, no bounce, yet cushioned mound that reduces knee and ankle strain. Mounds are covered 
with the highest quality nylon AstroTurf® available in Clay or Green colors. Our simulated 
rubbers last ten times as long and have a hidden wear pad underneath the turf immediately in 
front of the rubber. Built with gentle slopes and tapered edges to give the pitcher the highest 
level of comfort. Two Piece Full Length Game Mounds are available in 8” and 10” sizes.   

                    Sale Price 
8125GREEN2PC (8”H x 10’5”L x 7’W – 90/100 lbs.)…………$3,299.00 ea.    $2,999.00 
8125CLAY2PC (8”H x 10’5”L x 7’W – 90/100 lbs.)…………   $3,299.00 ea.    $2,999.00 
9550GREEN2PC (10”H x 11’3”L x 7’7”W – 100/110 lbs.)……$3,699.00 ea. $3,399.00 
9550CLAY2PC (10”H x 11’3”L x 7’7”W – 100/110 lbs.)……   $3,699.00 ea. $3,399.00 
 
SALE PRICE GOOD ONLY AT DH ATHLETICS Contact us: dave@dhathletics.com 
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FULL LENGTH GAME MOUNDS 

The lightest, most durable game mounds on the market. These mounds give the pitcher the feel 
of a regulation mound, while also allowing field crews the ability to move it with ease.  Each 
mound is designed with a full body, high performance poly protected resilient core with 
fiberglass reinforcement for a solid, no bounce, yet cushioned mound that reduces knee and 
ankle strain. Mounds are covered with the highest quality nylon AstroTurf® available in Clay or 
Green colors. Our simulated rubbers last ten times as long and also have a hidden wear pad 
underneath the turf immediately in front of the rubber. Built with gentle slopes and tapered edges 
to give the pitcher the highest level of comfort. Full length Game Mounds are available in 
6”,8”,and 10” sizes to meet every age level.   

           Sale Price 
6107GREEN (6”H x 8’11”L x 5’W - 120 lbs.)……………$1,699.00 ea.         $1,499.00 
6107CLAY (6”H x 8’11”L x 5’W - 120 lbs.)...……………$1,699.00 ea.  $1,499.00 
8125GREEN (8”H x 10’5”L x 7’W - 180 lbs.)……………$2,999.00 ea.  $2,799.00 
8125CLAY (8”H x 10’5”L x 7’W - 180 lbs.)……………   $2,999.00 ea.  $2,799.00 
9550GREEN (10”H x 11’3”L x 7’7”W - 200 lbs.)………  $3,399.00 ea.  $3,199.00 
9550CLAY (10”H x 11’3”L x 7’7”W - 200 lbs.)………….$3,399.00 ea.  $3,199.00 
 
SALE PRICE GOOD ONLY AT DH ATHLETICS Contact us: dave@dhathletics.com 


